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Overarching Principles  

 To build a coherent knowledge and understanding of Britain’s past and that of the wider world. 

 To inspire curiosity to know more about the past including how and why it has changed. 

 To think critically and develop perspective and judgement. 

 To understand the complexity of people’s lives, diversity of societies and relationships between groups. 

 To use the historical skills of chronology, interpretation and enquiry to ask questions and make links. 

Subject Intent 
The History curriculum has been carefully designed so that across KS1 and KS2 the pupils will study aspects relating to their own history as a member of 

local and British society as well as a significant aspect of history within the wider world. It is vital that all pupils begin by gaining a coherent knowledge and 

understanding of their own past in order to gain a real sense of their identity. This then develops so that they recognise how Britain has influenced and has 

been influenced by the wider world.  As they move through school the complexity of their study deepens as they develop their perspective from 

themselves to others. They begin to understand the complexity of relationships within societies and the challenges of that time. As their skills deepen, 

their sights broaden so that they apply their learning to a wider diversity of places and civilisations as well as times. They learn what it means to study as a 

historian so that they analyse the judgements made by experts considering how and why others have attributed significance to topics or events. They 

learn how and why historians construct different interpretations of the past. 

Substantive Knowledge Disciplinary Knowledge Connecting themes 
These are the historical facts we teach that form 
the narratives of the curriculum.  
To gain historical perspective by placing their 
growing knowledge into different contexts, 
understanding the connections between local, 
regional, national and international history; 
between cultural, economic, military, political, 
religious and social history; and between short- 
and long-term timescales 

This is how we make use of the facts that are 
learned. Understand historical concepts such as 
continuity and change, cause and consequence, 
similarity, difference and significance, and use 
them to make connections, draw contrasts, 
analyse trends, frame historically-valid questions 
and create their own structured accounts, 
including written narratives and analyses. 
Understand the methods of historical enquiry, 
including how evidence is used rigorously to 
make historical claims, and discern how and why 
contrasting arguments and interpretations of the 
past have been constructed.  
 

 Chronology 

 Power and wealth 

 Key locations 

 Significant People 

 Technology 

 Artefacts 

 Invasion and settling (KS2) 



Key Subject Teaching Approach at All Saints 
It is designed to give teachers a clear overview of the learning that they will be teaching and why it is being taught. It contains the enquiry question and hi-

story as well as the key knowledge, skills and vocabulary that the pupils need to be taught over the unit. Use the teacher guides of other year groups to 

help you understand what they should already know. They should also help you to decide which transferable skill would work best for the retrieval 

session/s that must feature throughout the planning.  

Assessment 
The main form of assessment in History is through the use of the overarching enquiry questions. Each unit has enquiry questions which focus the learning 

and give the teacher and pupils clarity on what is being taught and why. Each session is designed to refer back to the enquiry question so that when they 

complete each step in the sequence, the pupils are able to connect new knowledge to existing knowledge. The use of the Hi-stories is key to this as it is a 

tool to support the pupils to be able to talk as a historian using the knowledge and vocabulary learnt. Within each unit, there is a planned knowledge 

retrieval task relating to the previous unit which is used to support the pupils to not only recall knowledge but to give key knowledge greater emphasis 

ready for their new learning. This supports the pupils to interconnect and apply what they have learnt already so that they can develop a deeper 

understanding of that concept and enhance their capacity to use that concept in their own thinking. Assessments in History are also interwoven 

throughout each unit in the form of the Hi-story, specific retrieval tasks, HOTs and exit tickets. 

Adapting the curriculum for pupils with SEND in history  

• Adaptive teaching takes place.  

• For sensory or physically impaired pupils, history learning may necessitate enlarging texts, using clear fonts, using visual overlays, or audio description of 

images.  

• Dyslexic pupils may benefit from well-spaced print.  

• Teachers identify and break down the components of the subject curriculum into manageable chunks for pupils who find learning more difficult, 

particularly those with cognition and learning needs. These may be smaller ‘steps’ than those taken by other pupils to avoid overloading the working 

memory.  

• A variety of additional scaffolds may be used in lessons, such vocabulary banks, additional visual stimuli or adult support. 

 



 History Overview  

Y1 
Waddington now and then (Autumn) 

(Changes within living memory) 

Enquiry Question: What happened during the Great Fire and how do we know? 
What changes now impact on our lives today? 

Great Fire of London (Spring) 

(Events beyond living memory/significant people) 

Enquiry Question: How has the village of Waddington changed in the past 100 
years and which significant historical events caused these changes? 

Y2 
Mrs Smith’s Cottage (+ Victorians) (Autumn) 

(Significant people/places in own locality) 

Enquiry Question: Why was the Victorian era so important to changes in homes? 

What does Mrs Smith’s cottage teach us about how people lived in their homes in 
the past? 

Explorers – The Wright Brothers (Spring) 

(Significant people contributed to national/international achievements) 

Enquiry question: How has the invention of flight changed the lives of people in 
the last 200 years. 

How did the achievements of the Wright Brothers and Neil Armstrong contribute 
to this? How do they compare? 

Y3 
Roman Lincoln (Autumn) 

(A local history study) 

Enquiry Question: What impact did the expansion of the Roman Empire have on 
Great Britain and Lincoln and who were the significant people who contributed to 
this? 

Ancient Egypt (Spring) 

(The achievements of the earliest civilisations) 

Enquiry Question: Who were the Ancient Egyptians and how did their 
achievements impact on the daily life of people? 

Y4 
Ancient Greece (Spring) 

(A study of Greek life and achievements and their influence on western world) 

Enquiry Question: How can we find out about the achievements of the Ancient 
Greeks? 

How much have these achievements influenced our lives today? 

Invaders and Settlers (Summer) 

(Anglo Saxons, Scots, Vikings) 

(A non-European society that provides contrasts with British History) 

Enquiry Question: How did the Vikings and Anglo Saxons struggle for the Kingdom 
of England (to the time of Edward the Confessor) and how did they leave their 
own mark on the landscape? 

Y5 
Ancient Britain (Spring) 

(Stone Age/Iron Age) 

(Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to Iron Age) 

Enquiry Question: What was it like to live within the Mayan civilisation in AD 900 
and how did it compare with Britain within the same time? 

Mayan Civilisation (Summer) 

(A non-European society that provides contrasts with British History) 

Enquiry question: How did life change for people in Britain from the Stone Age to 
the Iron Age? 

Y6 
Bomber County (Autumn) 

(A local history) 

Enquiry Question: Which events and actions of significant people during World 
War II impacted on daily life and what role did Lincolnshire play within this? 

The Industrial Revolution (Summer) 

(A study of an aspect or theme in British history) 

Enquiry Question: What made the Industrial Revolution a significant turning point 
in British history and what impact did it have on people’s lives? 



Progression in Key History skills 

 



 



 



 



 



 



Key Learning to remember (end points) 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

  

 



 

Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

 

 

 

 

 


